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Distributed Systems Part 2 Bonus
Your Grade
Your grade for this course is determined by the points you earn during the semester as well as
during the exam. There are 3 point sources:
• Part 1&2 written exam [90 + 90 points]
• Part 1 Android project [45 points]
• Part 2 bonus [20 points]
The total number of points achievable is 90 + 90 + 45 + 20 = 245.

Part 2 Bonus
Your task is to create an original exam question including a (correct) solution for one of the topics
covered in the part 2 of the lecture. We might use your question as inspiration in the actual exam.
Please follow the following guidelines:
• The submission deadline is Tuesday, December 6th.
• It should be a non-trivial question, i.e., not a pure knowledge question.
• Both the question and the solution should be as precise as possible.
• You must come up with your own idea. Don’t try to cheat – we know our exercise sheets and
old exams, and we check material which obviously comes from third-party sources (other
books, Wikipedia, . . . ). Minimal variations of such copied questions are not acceptable
either.
• Your submission should be in PDF format.
• Send your exam question to Michael König. Please use “[DistSys Bonus] lastname firstname”
as subject line. Please name your file lastname firstname.pdf .
• If you are repeating this course and have received a bonus last year, then let us know. In
this case, you can keep your bonus.
A good submission will earn you 10 points. The very best submissions will be awarded with 20
points. You will not receive feedback before December 6th. Instead, we will inform you a few days
after December 6th whether you got the bonus points. If only minor changes are needed, we will
give you a brief time period to make those changes.

